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This document is a special version of the Appendix to the Bitbon System Public Contract “Mining
in the Bitbon System” created to make it easier to understand the principles of building mining
pools and crediting remuneration.
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Introduction
Blockchain is essentially one of the types of a distributed ledger, which is a sequential chain
of transaction blocks built according to certain rules that stores the entire history of all completed
transactions. The key property of blockchain is its decentralization, which means it has no single
center for recording and storing data. Information entered into the blockchain must be valid and
relevant, which is possible only by achieving agreement among all the nodes of such a ledger.
Each network node creates and records updates of the ledger independently from other nodes.
Then, the voting procedure takes place to confirm that the majority of network nodes agree to the
final version of the update. The process of reaching agreement is called consensus, and it is
carried out automatically using a consensus algorithm.
Taking into account the unique features and flaws discovered in the existing consensus
protocols, such as PoW (Proof-of-Work), PoS (Proof-of-Stake) and DPoS (Delegated Proof-ofStake), Simcord developed its own solution — Community PoS (Community Proof-of-Stake)
consensus building algorithm. This algorithm provides the most effective use of network nodes,
which, therefore, increases the transaction processing speed and blockchain bandwidth.
In order to ensure the support and development of the decentralized execution environment
of the Bitbon System, there is Consensus building mining, to participate in which Bitbon System
Participants, miners, provide Bitbon accounting units in their Assetboxes (equivalent of an
electronic wallet) for automatic distribution of powers of such Assetboxes among the nodes of the
blockchain network of the Bitbon System for voting.
When implementing Consensus building mining using the Community PoS algorithm in the
blockchain network of the Bitbon System, miners accumulate a certain number of Bitbon
accounting units in their Assetboxes and connect them to the mining pool. The power of the pool
is calculated based on Bitbon accounting units in the Assetboxes of miners. The powers of pools
participate in sortition procedure in order to form a sequence of network nodes that will sign and
announce blocks. In order to develop the community of miners and increase the indicators that
affect the algorithm for calculating pool powers, miners can connect Asseboxes of other miners to
their mining pools, which, in turn, increases the stability of the blockchain network of the Bitbon
System as a whole and reduces the probability of a successful hacker attack on the network.
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The activity of miners launches the mechanism for distributing remuneration, which is
based on the redistribution of Bitbon accounting units in the Bitbon System. The chain of
transactions that appear due to the activation of this mechanism includes the Mining Fund and all
Assetboxes of miners. Thus, Bitbons from the Mining Fund are redistributed among miners based
on the amount and quality of the resources engaged by each Bitbon System Miner individually.
The Mining Fund is an integral component of the Bitbon System, which was created to
optimize the processes related to the participation of miners in supporting and developing the
decentralized execution environment of the Bitbon System. To that end, 30,000,000.00 Bitbons
were transferred to the Mining Fund. The Mining Fund is a mechanism that allows accumulating
Bitbon accounting units that come to the Fund for using the resources of the Bitbon System
during transactions between Bitbon System Participants and distributing remuneration among
miners. The process of distributing remuneration is of cyclic and endless nature.
The system for distributing remuneration for mining is built in a way that would motivate
miners to create and develop their own mining pools, which, in turn, contributes to the increase in
reliability of the decentralized execution environment of the Bitbon System. Therefore, a miner
receives remuneration for ensuring the operation of the Bitbon System, development of the
community of miners and the Bitbon System as a whole.
The concept of mining in the Bitbon System is based on the effectiveness of the miner’s
activity as a participant in a decentralized ecosystem who is interested in its development,
reliability and security. According to this concept, a person and his/her resources, which include
social connections and Bitbon accounting units, acquire value. Meanwhile, pool participants that
form an integral social network can later on use the resources received from mining on the new
market of information resources, products and services based on the blockchain technology.
In addition, in order to increase the effectiveness of interaction of miners, a number of
necessary mining tools were developed:
 miner’s analytical dashboard;
 miner’s calculator;
 interactive charts;
 mining pool virtual modeling application.
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Miner’s analytical dashboard is the main tool of a miner, which makes it easier for the
miner to understand the mechanisms and structure of a mining pool. The statistics provided in the
dashboard allow receiving detailed information on all Assetboxes in all the lines of the mining
pool for optimal management.
It is quite important that all processes of mining in the Bitbon System are automatic and
implemented through components and smart contracts in the decentralized execution environment
of the Bitbon System.
In other words, the concept of Consensus building mining can be described as follows: by
allocating their Bitbons for mining, Bitbon owners display their trust to the System itself.
Whereas the Bitbon System, by means of the Mining Fund as one of its components, distributes
remuneration for the trust shown in Bitbon accounting units and social connections of each
miner.
Overall, the essence of the philosophy of Consensus building mining can be explained as
trust of a miner to the objectives and values of the Bitbon System according to one of three levels
of trust that affects the size of own remuneration.
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1st level of trust
The 1st level of trust means the personal trust of a miner to the values of the Bitbon System.
This level of trust is expressed in Bitbon accounting units in the miner’s Assetbox. The Bitbon
System considers this level of trust to be loyal and distributes the remuneration that corresponds
to this level.
2nd level of trust
The 2nd level of trust means the connection of new Bitbon System Participants by a miner
to the first line of his/her mining pool. This mining pool uses more Bitbon accounting units in
mining and consists of the root Assetbox and the total number of Assetboxes of all pool
participants, the first connection line. The Bitbon System considers the pool of this miner to be
the one with the high level of loyalty and distributes the remuneration that corresponds to this
level.
3rd level of trust
The 3rd level of trust means that the pool participants invited by the miner also invite new
participants to their mining pools, which became a part of the initial mining structure. This
mining pool has social connections of a larger scale and consists of the root Assetbox, miner’s
Assetboxes of the first line and miner’s Assetboxes of the second line and lower. The Bitbon
System considers the pool of this miner to be the one with an exceptionally high level of loyalty
and distributes the remuneration that corresponds to this level.
Therefore, consensus building by participating in Consensus building mining is the
priority of the entire community of the Bitbon System.
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Mining Pool Structure
In order to participate in Consensus building mining1, a future miner2 needs to connect
his/her Assetbox3 to an Assetbox that is already a part of a mining pool.
Mining pool is one or more Assetboxes that participate in mining, the connection between
which was established through special transactions and which form a structure that operates
according to the rules and technical protocols of Consensus building mining.
Each mining pool has a root Assetbox, which is an Assetbox at the top of the corresponding
pool, and all connections in the pool’s structure ultimately lead to it.
Mining pools can be of several types:


Assetbox that connected to mining is already considered a mining pool;



when connecting other Assetboxes to this Assetbox, a mining pool with the 1st

connection line is formed;


when connecting new Assetboxes to the Assetboxes of the 1st line, a mining pool

with the 2nd connection line is formed, and so on.
An important feature of Consensus building mining is the fact that any number of
Assetboxes of each specific miner can participate in it, which means that the pool can be formed
not only out of the Assetboxes of various miners, but out of several Assetboxes of the same
miner.
However, the bigger the mining pool formed by the miner, which means the bigger the
structure of the pool’s social connections, the higher remuneration he/she will receive.
The principle of the mining pool structure is shown in Figure 1:

1

Consensus building mining is one of the types of mining in the Bitbon System, where each Bitbon System Participant in the status of a Bitbon System
Miner provides Bitbon accounting units from his/her Assetbox for voting and subsequent signing and announcement of transaction blocks in the bl ockchain
network of the Bitbon System.
2 Bitbon System Miner is a Bitbon System User, who participates in supporting and developing the decentralized execution environment of the Bitbon
System by allocating own resources.
3 Assetbox is a record (cell) in the blockchain in the form of an identifier created in the Bitbon System account for storing and transferring digital assets.
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Figure 1. Principle of the Mining Pool Structure

Therefore, when creating a mining pool with more “branched” social connections, the miner
gets a guaranteed increase in remuneration for participating in Consensus building mining, as
well as contributes to forming a progressive community of miners and developing the
decentralized execution environment of the Bitbon System4.

4

Bitbon System is an integral decentralized blockchain-based system, which allows Bitbon System Users to implement the method for accounting and
management of their assets by means of digital assets for the purpose of safe and equivalent decentralized exchange of digital assets in the Bitbon System
without intermediaries and money. The key component of the Bitbon System is Bitbon.
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Connecting to Consensus Building Mining
Having learned about the main principle of mining pool structure, let us look at the process
of connecting to Consensus building mining.
Each Bitbon System User has one or more Assetboxes, which contain Bitbon5 accounting
units. Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of Assetboxes:

Figure 2. Schematic Representation of Assetboxes
All Assetboxes have a unique address that consists of letters and digits, which, when used
on the official website bitbon.space, can grant access to the transactions of the blockchain
network of the Bitbon System and show all operations this Assetbox participated in.
Having an Assetbox and Bitbon accounting units in it allows a miner to participate in
mining, a process of creating and verifying transaction blocks in the Bitbon System with
subsequent remuneration for the provision of own Bitbon accounting units for Consensus
building mining. When we say “provision of own Bitbons”, it does not mean transferring them to
5

Bitbon is a digital asset of the Bitbon System, which is a utility token (access token) and, based on the Bitbon Protocol, provides a Bitbon System Participant
with the scope of rights to access the Bitbon System services determined in accordance with the number of Bitbon accounting units this Participant has.
Bitbon accounting units are used to implement the method of measuring the exchange value of all digital assets of the Bitbon System and ensure their
circulation. The Bitbon digital asset has been created by SIMCORD LLC, EDRPOU 37657823, and assigned unique attributes and properties based on
the Bitbon System Public Contract and Bitbon Protocol. Using Bitbon as a key component of the Bitbon System allows Bitbon System Users to implement
the method for accounting and management of their assets through digital assets for the purpose of secure and equivalent decentralized exchange of digital
assets in the Bitbon System without intermediaries and money.
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someone. Bitbons that are in the miner’s Assetbox6 determine his/her contribution to building
consensus in the Bitbon System. Additionally, miner’s remuneration is credited based on the
Assetbox balance7.
In order to connect to Consensus building mining, a User selects one of his/her Assetboxes
to transfer 0.0001 Bitbons8 with a comment /Mining to the miner’s Assetbox he/she wants to
connect to.
Advice: Before performing the transaction, the User needs to go to the bitbon.space website
and search for the Assetbox he/she wants to connect to on the “Mining” page by its address or
Alias9. If the search opens a page with the miner’s analytical dashboard that contains the
statistics for this Assetbox, it means that it already participates in mining and can be connected
to. After performing the transaction to connect to mining, the User can also go to the website to
make sure the connection of his/her Assetbox to the mining pool was successful, and now the
analytical dashboard can be used to track and analyze the indicators of his/her own mining pool.
Figure 3 shows a flowchart of connecting a User’s Assetbox to a mining pool:

Miner’s Assetbox is an Assetbox that already participates in mining and is a part of a mining pool, which is a group of interconnected Assetboxes of miners.
Assetbox balance is the number of Bitbons in a miner’s Assetbox.
8 Bitbon transfer is a process of changing the Assetbox registration address for a certain number of Bitbon access token accounting units by transferring them.
9
Alias is an additional unique name for your Assetbox. Alias is convenient for transferring Bitbons between Bitbon System Users by telling them just an alias
instead of a 42-character Assetbox address.
6
7
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Figure 3. Connecting a User’s Assetbox to a Mining Pool
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Assetbox Power
One of the main features of a miner’s Assetbox that directly impacts the size of miner’s
remuneration is the concept of power. Assetbox power is a parameter calculated as a sum of base
and social powers of the miner’s Assetbox.
Each Assetbox has an individual power that depends on the number of Bitbon accounting
units stored in the miner’s Assetbox and is equal to 25% of the balance of this Assetbox. Thus,
the individual power of the miner’s Assetbox always equals ¼ of the number of Bitbon
accounting units in this Assetbox.
For example, Figure 4 illustrates a case where the miner’s Assetbox contains 100 Bitbon
accounting units, therefore, individual power of the miner’s Assetbox is 25 power units10 (W):

Figure 4. Individual Power of the Miner’s Assetbox

10

Power unit is an indicator calculated based on the following parameters: individual Assetbox balance, structure of connections of the mi ning pool and
balances of Assetboxes of this pool.
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Power Increase
When connecting an Assetbox to the mining pool starting from the second mining period 11
after connecting, the process of increasing power12 starts, because of which the increase in
Assetbox power to its nominal value takes place over 10 mining periods.
Please note that adding funds to the Assetbox changes the power calculated in the structure,
which affects the distribution of remuneration for mining when accounting these funds. At the
same time, the system for calculating remuneration envisions that the desired size of
remuneration for mining will be achieved over 10 mining periods.
If you add funds to the Assetbox that participates in mining while increasing the power,
then, starting from the next period after that, a parallel process of increasing the power of this
Assetbox takes place.
At the same time, Bitbon accounting units that are sent to the miner’s Assetbox from the
Mining Fund as remuneration are engaged in mining right after the miner receives them without
going through the power increase process. It means that these Bitbon accounting units are
engaged in mining during the same mining period when they are received, regardless of whether
they are received 5 minutes after the start of the mining period or 5 minutes before it ends.
If, during the power increase, the balance of accounting units in the Assetbox that
participates in mining decreases, the increase in power is calculated and performed according to
the number of Bitbon accounting units remaining in the Assetbox, not to its initial balance.
Additionally, there is a particular case when no remuneration is received during the
increase in power related to the decrease in balances of Assetboxes of the 1st line of the root
Assetbox due to the decrease in the balances of the Assetboxes of the root Assetbox’s 1st line. It
can be described as follows: when the root Assetbox is increasing its power, there may be no
power to calculate remuneration for the root Assetbox for several mining periods if funds are
withdrawn from the Assetboxes of the 1st line.

11
12

Mining period lasts 72 hours.
Power increase is a process when Assetbox power is increasing to its maximum value over 10 mining periods.
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Base Assetbox Power
Base Assetbox power is formed when other Assetboxes connect to the miner’s Assetbox.
All Assetboxes directly connected to the root Assetbox are called the first connection line.
Base power is determined by the individual power of the miner’s Assetbox and Assetbox
power of miners of its first connection line.
The optimal method for increasing base power is when there are at least four Assetboxes in
the 1st line, and the sum of their balances in Bitbon accounting units is 4 times greater than the
value of the root Assetbox. Additionally, the sum balance of the 1st line must be proportionally
distributed among all Assetboxes that enter it.
For example, the balance of the miner’s Assetbox is 100 Bitbon accounting units and the
balance of each Assetbox connected to it is also 100 Bitbon accounting units. The base power of
such Assetbox will equal 100 power units (W). Figure 5 shows an optimal structure of social
connections of miners among Assetboxes with base power:

Figure 5. Structure of Connections Among Assetboxes with Base Power
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Social Power of Assetboxes and Interlevel Difference
As we have said before, the essence of the philosophy of Consensus building mining is
shown through the concept of trust by means of one of three trust levels.
The 1st level of trust means the personal trust of a miner to the values of the Bitbon
System. This level of trust is expressed in Bitbon accounting units in the miner’s Assetbox. The
Bitbon System considers this level of trust to be loyal and distributes the remuneration that
corresponds to this level.
The 2nd level of trust means the connection of new Bitbon System Participants by a miner
to the first line of his/her mining pool. This mining pool uses more Bitbon accounting units in
mining and consists of the root Assetbox and the total number of Assetboxes of all pool
participants, the first connection line. The Bitbon System considers the pool of this Miner to be
the one with the high level of loyalty and distributes the remuneration that corresponds to this
level.
The 3rd level of trust means that the pool participants invited by the Miner also invite new
participants to their mining pools, which became a part of the initial mining structure. This
mining pool has social connections of a larger scale and consists of the root Assetbox, miner’s
Assetboxes of the first line and miner’s Assetboxes of the second line and lower. The Bitbon
System considers the pool of this miner to be the one with an exceptionally high level of loyalty
and distributes the remuneration that corresponds to this level.
Thus, in order to receive higher remuneration, a miner needs to strive to the 3rd level of
trust and form more branched out social connections in his/her mining pool that make up the
social power of the pool.
Social power of an Assetbox is formed using social connections of a miner starting from
the second line and lower. The more Assetboxes with the balance of at least 0.0001 Bitbon
accounting units connect to your pool, the higher social power it can acquire.
Each Assetbox that participates in mining has a potential social power, which is a social
power of an Assetbox calculated assuming it has the highest level in the mining pool. Therefore,
if you connect new participants to the pool creating more lines, more social connections are
created, and the level of remuneration that you will receive increases. So, by increasing the social
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power of the mining pool, you ensure the increase in your own profit from Consensus building
mining.
All Assetboxes of the mining pool are divided into levels13. The level depends on the base
balance14 of your mining pool: the more Bitbon accounting units there are in the miner’s
Assetbox and its first line, the higher the level of the pool.
Please note that the level of an Assetbox depends on the base balance, which is a total
number of Bitbon accounting units in the root Assetbox of a miner plus a sum of all balances
of Assetboxes in the first line of the mining pool, which means that the level is affected by the
balances (B) of all Assetboxes in Bitbon accounting units, and not by power units (W).
Consensus building mining has a 100-level scale used to distribute base balances of miners’
Assetboxes. The value of the limit of level 100 depends on the median15 of distributing Assetbox
balances in mining. Therefore, the base balance of an Assetbox that it needs to achieve to get
level 100 is calculated relative to this median. It means that when the median changes, the
requirement for the base Assetbox balance for the hundredth level changes along with it. (see
section “Chart ‘Adjusted Base Balance of Level 100’”)
Assetboxes are divided into levels according to the calculated base balance and the value in
Bitbon accounting units that needs to be achieved to receive level 100. Thus, an interlevel
difference of the pool is formed: the bigger the difference between the level of the miner’s
Assetbox and that of the Assetbox below it in the mining pool, the higher share of social power
the Assetbox of this miner will receive. Which means, the higher the miner’s Assetbox is on the
scale of base balances, the higher its level is.

13

Level of the mining pool is a parameter that depends on the total number of Bitbon accounting units in the Assetbox of miner and Assetbox of his/her first
line: the more Bitbons, the higher the level. Consensus building mining in the Bitbon System envisions 100 levels.
14 Base balance is the total number of Bitbon accounting units in the miner’s Assetbox and the Assetboxes of the first line of the mining pool.
15 Median (from medieval Latin “medianus”, from “medius” — mid) in mathematics is a value denoting a sample (i.e. a set of numbers). If all the elements of
the sample are different, the median is a value greater than one half of the sample and lower than the other half. In a more general sense, the median can be
determined by arranging the elements of the sample in ascending or descending order and taking the middle element.
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Social Power Blocking

In order to create a mining pool with higher social power, a miner aims to connect new
participants, therefore creating the conditions for receiving higher remuneration.
Figure 6 shows a mining pool without the blocking of social power:

Figure 6. Mining Pool Without the Blocking of Social Power
If the structure of your mining pool has an Assetbox with the base balance (level) equal to
or higher than the base balance of your Assetbox, the blocking of power takes place.
Therefore, if the social power is blocked, your Assetbox loses its social power and does not
participate in calculating remuneration for the following mining period in this branch of the
mining pool.
Figure 7 shows a mining pool with the blocking of social power:
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Figure 7. Mining Pool With the Blocking of Social Power
Additionally, if the structure of the mining pool contains an Assetbox with the balance
lower than 0.001, this Assetbox does not participate in mining and does not receive remuneration,
while social connections in the structure of the pool through this Assetbox are maintained, but
quality and quantity indicators for it are not calculated.
Figure 8 shows the indicators of social power blocking:

Figure 8. Indicators of Social Power Blocking
In order for miner to control the levels of base balances of Assetboxes of his/her mining
pool and avoid the blocking of social power, a special power blocking indicator was developed,
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which is displayed in the miner’s analytical dashboard. The main objective of the indicator is to
provide a miner with a tool that would show which part of his/her pool’s graph (regarding the
root Assetbox) brings remuneration during mining, and which does not.
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Mining Cycle Periods
Figure 9 illustrates the concept of a mining cycle16.

Figure 9. Chart of One Mining Cycle
1st period: base and social powers for each Assetbox of the mining pool are calculated and
saved. The minimum balance throughout the mining period is always used for calculations.
2nd period: the powers of the Assetboxes that are part of mining pools participate in
creating transaction blocks and their subsequent verification (for more information see the
document “Consensus Building Using the Community PoS Algorithm in the Blockchain Network
of the Bitbon System”).
3rd period: remuneration for the powers calculated during the first period of the mining
cycle is credited to the Assetboxes of miners.
We would like to point out that when the miner’s Assetbox connects to mining, the first
mining cycle consists of four mining periods:
1)

the first mining period envisions the inclusion of the Assetbox into the mining pool;

16

Mining cycle includes three mining periods, when powers (base and social) for each Assetbox of the mining pool are calculated and saved, as well as when
blocks are created and verified with subsequent crediting of remuneration.
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the minimum balance of this Assetbox at the time of its connection is zero, the

power increase process will be implemented in accordance with the mining indicators for the
second mining period. The Assetbox power will increase over 10 mining periods until it reaches
its nominal value;
3)

during the third mining period, the powers calculated for the second period will

participate in creating transaction blocks and their subsequent verification;
4)

during the fourth mining period, remuneration will be credited for the powers

calculated for the second mining period and that participated in signing transaction blocks and
their subsequent verification during the third mining period.
Remuneration and the entire mining system are linked to the server time (UTC17).

17

UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) is the primary international time standard, which is effectively a successor to GMT (Greenwich Mean Time).
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Mining Power Protection

In order to create the conditions for a stable operation of Consensus building mining and
optimal distribution of powers among miners, mining power protection was developed.
Mining power protection implies that:


When a mining period ends, i.e. after 72 hours, Bitbon transfer operations to the

Assetboxes of miners over the given period are analyzed.


If the Assetbox balance, based on which the power for this mining period is

calculated, is lower than for the previous mining period, the power of this Assetbox is reduced by
the difference of powers calculated before and after the decrease in the balance of this Assetbox
multiplied by four.
For example, if the Assetbox balance reduced from 100 Bitbons to 80 Bitbons, then the
Assetbox power will reduce from 25 power units to 5 power units18.


In the future, the power value that the power of this Assetbox was reduced by will

go back to the value that corresponds to the new balance over the course of 10 mining periods:
10% for each mining period.


If the balance reduces during one of the following periods, another mining power

protection process is created, which is added to unfinished mining power protection processes
that occurred before.
Please note that the mining power protection process does not cover Bitbon accounting
units received as remuneration for mining on condition that these Bitbons were transferred from
the miner’s Assetbox during the same period when the remuneration was received (before they
start participating in mining in the next mining period).

18

Power of an Assetbox (without the 1st line) with the balance of 100 Bitbons = 25 W
Power of an Assetbox (without the 1st line) with the balance of 80 Bitbons = 20 W
Power difference = 5 W
Power will be reduced by: 4х5W=20W
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Synergy of Remuneration and Principles of Crediting Remuneration
Consensus building mining opens unique prospects to all Bitbon System Users by providing
them with an ability to receive significant profit without the need to acquire expensive equipment
and software. All owners of Bitbon accounting units will be able to participate in Consensus
building mining and receive consistent profit that will directly depend on the number of Bitbon
accounting units in their Assetboxes and their contribution to forming a community of miners in
the Bitbon System.
One of the main distinctions of mining in the Bitbon System from the classical
understanding of it, for example, using the Proof-of-Work algorithm, lies in the fact that there is
no need to generate new Bitbon accounting units. In order to conduct mining, the Mining Fund’s
Assetbox received 30 million Bitbon accounting units, and each mining period (72 hours), a
certain number of them is allocated for remuneration for further distribution among miners in
accordance with the calculated Assetbox powers.
High profit from participating in Community PoS Mining is ensured by base and social
powers that are formed as a result of attracting new participants to create mining pools.
The received remuneration will be credited to the miner’s Assetbox in the corresponding
mining period. The transaction with remuneration will specify what part of remuneration the
miner received for the base power, and what part of remuneration was for social power.
If the miner does not accept the transaction with remuneration within 30 days, this
transaction is returned to the Mining Fund for further redistribution among participants of
Consensus building mining.
Thus, if you frequently check the analytical dashboard and monitor the operation of your
mining pool, as well as systematically check the crediting of remuneration and accept it to the
balance of your Assetbox in time, you avoid the possibility of “underreceiving” profit from
mining because Bitbon accounting units sent to your Assetbox as remuneration also participate in
mining. This, in turn, proves your activity in Consensus building mining and loyalty to the
development of the Bitbon System as a whole.
The main principles of crediting remuneration include the following.
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Principle 1. The higher the balances of the Assetboxes that participate in Consensus
building mining, the higher the remuneration received by the miner.
Principle 2. Remuneration of a participant in Consensus building mining is proportional to
his/her contribution to forming a community of miners in the Bitbon System.
Principle 3. Mining is a cyclical process, one period of which equals 72 hours. Every 72
hours, all miners receive remuneration for participating in Consensus building mining from the
Mining Fund. The size of remuneration directly depends on base and social powers of the miner’s
Assetbox.
Thus, the main principle of Consensus building mining is the creation of a branched social
network of miners of the Bitbon System. Your capital in Bitbon accounting units stored in your
Assetbox participates in Consensus building mining. The higher the balance of your Assetbox,
the higher the trust towards you when creating and verifying transaction blocks and the more
miners strive to connect to your mining pool, therefore increasing its social power and
remuneration.
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Miner’s Tools
Miner’s Analytical Dashboard
Miner’s analytical dashboard is the main tool of a miner that makes it easier to understand
mining mechanisms and structure of a mining pool. The data available in the miner’s analytical
dashboard provides detailed information on all Assetboxes in all the lines of the mining pool to
ensure its optimal management. Using the tools of the analytical dashboard, you can easily find
any Assetbox connected to the mining pool and receive key information on all Assetboxes in all
the lines of this pool: with base balance, total power, Assetbox level and other data.
Miner’s analytical dashboard is not only the main helper for Bitbon System Miners, but a
sort of a “guide” that shows the transparency of mining and, what is more important, extensive
and detailed statistics of distributing remuneration for participating in Consensus building
mining.
You can find a more detailed description and functionality of the miner’s analytical
dashboard in the document “Miner’s Analytical Dashboard. Instructions”.

Mining Pool Virtual Modeling Application
This application was created in order to teach the basics and the main principles of
Consensus building mining. A set of tools of the application that includes charts and various
settings allows for a better understanding of the principles of building mining pools with different
combinations of Assetboxes that are part of the mining pool and their balances, which gives a
User the ability to learn Consensus building mining practically and try to create several mining
pools with different structures and select the most optimal method for structuring social
connections.
You can learn more about the mining pool virtual modeling application by following the
link: miningpoolmodeling.bitbon.space.
Chart “Adjusted Base Balance of Level 100”
A line chart where Y-axis represents the value in Bitbon accounting units that needs to be
achieved for the Assetbox to get level 100. X-axis represents 90 mining periods.
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The “Adjusted Base Balance of Level 100” is on the “Audit and Statistics” page in the
“Mining Indicators” section of bitbon.space.

Chart “Number of Bitbons in Community PoS Mining”
A line chart where Y-axis represents the total balance of all Assetboxes that participate in
mining, and X-axis represents 90 mining periods.
The “Number of Bitbons in Community PoS Mining” is on the “Audit and Statistics” page
in the “Mining Indicators” section of bitbon.space.

Chart “Power of Assetboxes in Mining”
A line chart where Y-axis represents the sum of powers of all Assetboxes that participate in
mining, and X-axis represents 90 mining periods.
The “Power of Assetboxes in Mining” chart is on the “Audit and Statistics” page in the
“Mining Indicators” section of bitbon.space.

Chart “Changes in the Structure of Pools of the Mining Network”
A line chart that shows the calculated indicator of proximity of the total power of all
Assetboxes that participate in mining to the power of an “ideal pool” (theoretically achievable
power of all mining pools in the Bitbon System).
The “Changes in the Structure of Pools of the Mining Network” chart is on the “Audit and
Statistics” page in the “Mining Indicators” section of bitbon.space.

Miner’s Calculator
Miner’s calculator is one of the main tools developed in order to provide miners with the
ability to conduct preliminary calculation of remuneration for participating in Consensus building
mining. This application automatically predicts the ways of receiving remuneration based on the
entered parameters with the option of choosing the period and one of the three main prediction
models.
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1st model: the prediction is made based on the fact that a miner has only his/her own
Assetbox, and only its individual power participates in mining.
2nd model: the prediction is made based on the fact that a miner has a connected first line,
i.e. base power.
3rd model: the prediction is made based on the fact that a miner has the second line and
more, i.e. social power.

Adviser Bot
Adviser bot is a tool created for timely notification of a miner about the key events in
his/her mining pool through Telegram messenger. Adviser bot will inform the miner about
incoming transactions with remuneration, connection of new Assetboxes to the mining pool,
recalculations of levels and powers and so on 24/7. In addition, the adviser bot provides
recommendations on increasing the effectiveness of managing the pool. Messages sent by the bot
in the messenger are doubled in the miner’s analytical dashboard in a special “Adviser Bot” tab.
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Mathematical Description of Consensus Building Mining
Source Data
𝑁 — number of Assetboxes that participate in mining,
𝐵(𝑛) — balance of Assetbox number 𝑛, 𝑛 = 1,2,3, . . . , 𝑁,
[𝑙[1] (𝑛)]

𝐵𝐵(𝑛) = 𝐵(𝑛) + 𝐵(1)(𝑛) — base balance where 𝐵(1) (𝑛) = ∑𝑖=1

𝐵(𝑛(𝑖)) is the sum total

of Assetbox balances of its first connection line, 𝐵(𝑛(𝑖)) is the balance of the 𝑖 Assetbox of the
first line number 𝑛(𝑖).

Analytical Expressions to Perform a Sequence of Actions Related to Calculating
Remuneration for Mining
1.
Let us calculate the (common value)
𝐵𝑎𝑣𝑔 — average of balances of the Assetboxes that participate in mining,
𝐵𝑎𝑣𝑔 = ∑𝑁
𝑛=1

𝐵 (𝑛)⁄𝑁,

2.
Let us calculate the (individual value) for each Assetbox number 𝑛
𝑏 𝑟 (𝑛) — relative balance of the Assetbox,
𝑏 𝑟 (𝑛) = 𝐵 (𝑛)⁄𝐵𝑎𝑣𝑔 ,

3.
Let us assign 𝑧 > 0, an influence coefficient of the first connection line and function 𝑓(𝑏 𝑟 (𝑛)),
an influence regulator of the first line, by selecting its parameters 𝛼 > 𝑑 > 0, 𝑐 > 0.
It sets the value of entering the level of zero Assetboxes to zero.
It depends on the relative balance 𝑏 𝑟 (𝑛) of Assetbox number 𝑛.
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It is continuous on the positive semiaxis and 𝑓(0) = 0, 𝑓(∞) = 1:
𝑓(𝑥) = [𝑥 𝛼 + 𝑐 ∗ 𝑥 𝑑 ]⁄(1 + 𝑥 𝛼 ) , 𝑥 ≥ 0, 𝛼 > 𝑑 > 0.

4.
[𝑙[1] (𝑛)]

Based on the total balance 𝐵(1) (𝑛) of the first connection line 𝐵(1) (𝑛) = ∑𝑖=1

𝐵(𝑛(𝑖)) for

each Assetbox number 𝑛, we calculate 𝑅(𝑛), the value of bringing Assetbox number 𝑛 to a certain
level (adjusted base balance) determined by the value
𝑅(𝑛) = 𝐵(𝑛) + 𝑧 ∗ 𝐵(1) (𝑛) ∗ 𝑓(𝑏 𝑟 (𝑛)),
that depends on the balance 𝐵(𝑛) of Assetbox number 𝑛, as well as the total balance 𝐵(1)(𝑛) =
[1]

(𝑛)]
∑[𝑙
𝑖=1

𝐵(𝑛(𝑖)) of its first connection line. This formula contains:

𝑧 > 0, an influence coefficient of the first connection line and function 𝑓(𝑏 𝑟 (𝑛)), an influence
regulator of the first line, which depends on the relative balance of Assetbox number 𝑛.

5.
The issue of selecting the left boundary of the top (100th) level is solved using the generalized
exponential distribution (Weibull distribution).
First we need to express the parameter of the generalized exponential distribution through its
median.
The generalized exponential distribution is as follows
𝐹(𝑥) = 1 − exp[−(𝜆𝑥)𝛼 ], 𝑥 > 0.
Let us solve the equation 𝐹(𝑥) = 1⁄2. Then, write down an equivalent equation
1⁄2 = 1 − exp[−(𝜆𝑥)𝛼 ].
Let us find
exp[−(𝜆𝑥)𝛼 ] = 1⁄2
and
𝜆𝑥 = (ln2)(1⁄𝛼).
Therefore
𝑥 (𝑚𝑒𝑑) = (ln2)(1⁄𝛼)⁄𝜆.
The next step is to express the quantile for the probability 0.99 through the parameter of the
exponential distribution.
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Let us find the left boundary of level 100. We solve the equation 𝐹(𝑥) = 0.99, or
0.99 = 1 − exp[−(𝜆𝑥)𝛼 ], or exp[−(𝜆𝑥 )𝛼 ] = 0.01.
Therefore
𝜆𝑥 = (ln100)(1⁄𝛼)
and
𝑥 (0.99) = (ln100)(1⁄𝛼)⁄𝜆.
Then the relation is 𝑥 (𝑚𝑒𝑑) = (ln2)(1⁄𝛼)⁄𝜆, through the expression 𝜆 = (ln2)(1⁄𝛼)⁄𝑥 (𝑚𝑒𝑑), we
find
𝑥 (0.99) = (ln100)(1⁄𝛼)⁄𝜆 = 𝑥 (𝑚𝑒𝑑) (ln 100⁄ln 2)(1⁄𝛼) = 𝑥 (𝑚𝑒𝑑) ∗ [(log100)⁄(log2)](1⁄𝛼),
or
𝑥 (0.99) = 𝑥 (𝑚𝑒𝑑) [(log100)⁄(log2)](1⁄𝛼),
or
𝑥 (0.99) = 𝑥 (𝑚𝑒𝑑) [(log100)⁄(log2)](1⁄𝛼) = 𝑥 (𝑚𝑒𝑑) (2⁄log 2)(1⁄𝛼).
The left boundary of level 100 is expressed through the median of the exponential distribution as
𝑥 (𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡) (100) = 𝑥 (0.99) = 𝑥 (𝑚𝑒𝑑) (2⁄log 2)(1⁄𝛼).
The next step is to determine the exponent of the distribution
In order to determine the exponent of the generalized exponential distribution, we use the
expression for the expected value of a random variable with this distribution:
𝐹(𝑥) = 1 − exp[−(𝜆𝑥)𝛼 ], 𝑥 > 0.
It equals 𝑀(1) = (1⁄𝜆)𝛤(1 + 1⁄𝛼).
The expression for the median is
𝑥 (𝑚𝑒𝑑) = (ln2)(1⁄𝛼)⁄𝜆,
we find
𝑀 (1)⁄𝑥 (𝑚𝑒𝑑) = 𝛤 (1 + 1⁄𝛼)⁄(ln2)(1⁄𝛼).
Let us calculate
𝑀 (1)⁄𝑥 (𝑚𝑒𝑑) = 𝐴.
Let us solve the equation
𝛤 (1 + 1⁄𝛼 )⁄(ln2)(1⁄𝛼) = 𝐴
of the relatively known exponent 𝛼. Here
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𝑡 (1⁄𝛼) exp(−𝑡)𝑑𝑡

𝛤(1 + 1⁄𝛼) = ∫
𝑡>0

is the value of gamma function in the point 1 + 1⁄𝛼.
Let us create the process of finding the expression
(ln2)(1⁄𝛼) ∫

𝑡 (1⁄𝛼) exp(−𝑡)𝑑𝑡

𝑡>0

with the previously assigned accuracy, the equation
𝛤 (1 + 1⁄𝛼 )⁄(ln2)(1⁄𝛼) = 𝐴
is solved using bisection or the method of golden section.
Let us use 𝛼 = 1⁄3 for the initial structure.
As an example.
If 𝑥 (𝑚𝑒𝑑) = 30, 𝛼 = 1⁄3
𝑥 (𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡)(100) = 30 ∗ (2⁄log 2)3 = 30 ∗ (6.64385618977472469574 … )3 = 8797.9588. ..

6.
Let us assign
𝛥 = 𝑥 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 (1) is the left boundary of the first level, the value the crediting of remuneration starts
from,
𝐴(1) — length of the first level interval,
𝐿 — number of levels (in this case 𝐿 = 100),
𝐷 = 𝑥 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 (𝐿) — left boundary of the top level.
Let us determine:
𝑆 = [(𝐷 − 𝛥)⁄𝐴 (1)][1⁄(𝐿−2)]
the range extender of level intervals (starting from the second one).
For all levels, starting from level 2 (2 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝐿), the left interval boundary of level 𝑘 equals:
𝑥 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 (𝑘) = 𝑥 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 (1) + 𝐴(1) ∗ 𝑆 (𝑘−2) = 𝛥 + 𝐴(1) ∗ 𝑆 (𝑘−2), 2 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝐿.
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To illustrate this
Let us calculate the length 𝛥(𝑘) of the level interval 𝑘, 1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝐿.
If 𝑘 = 1, the length of the first level interval equals 𝐴(1):
𝛥(1) = 𝑥 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 (2) − 𝑥 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 (1) = [𝑥 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 (1) + 𝐴(1) ∗ 𝑆 (2−2) ] − 𝑥 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 (1) = 𝐴(1).
If 𝑘 = 2, the length of the second level interval equals:
𝛥(2) = 𝑥 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 (3) − 𝑥 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 (2) = 𝐴(1) ∗ 𝑆 (3−2) − 𝐴(1) = 𝐴(1) ∗ (𝑆 − 1).
If 𝑘 = 3, the length of the third level interval equals:
𝛥(3) = 𝑥 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 (4) − 𝑥 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 (3) = 𝐴(1) ∗ 𝑆 (4−2) − 𝐴(1) ∗ 𝑆 (3−2) = 𝐴(1) ∗ (𝑆 2 − 𝑆).
If 𝑘 = 4, the length of the fourth level interval equals:
𝛥(4) = 𝑥 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 (5) − 𝑥 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 (4) = 𝐴(1) ∗ 𝑆 (5−2) − 𝐴(1) ∗ 𝑆 (4−2) = 𝐴(1) ∗ (𝑆 3 − 𝑆 2 ).
If 𝑘 = 𝐿 − 1, the length of the 𝐿 − 1st level interval equals:
𝛥(𝐿 − 1) = 𝑥 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 (𝐿) − 𝑥 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 (𝐿 − 1) = 𝐴(1) ∗ 𝑆 (𝐿−2) − 𝐴(1) ∗ 𝑆 (𝐿−3) = 𝐴(1) ∗ (𝑆 (𝐿−2) − 𝑆 (𝐿−3) ).

The left boundary of the 𝐿 level interval equals:
𝑥 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 (𝐿) = 𝑥 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 (1) + 𝐴(1) ∗ 𝑆 (𝐿−2) = 𝛥 + 𝐴(1) ∗ 𝑆 (𝐿−2) = 𝛥 + 𝐴(1)[(𝐷 − 𝛥)⁄𝐴 (1)] = 𝐷.
The relation of lengths of adjacent intervals:
𝛥 (𝑘 + 1)⁄𝛥 (𝑘), 2 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝐿 − 2,
starting from the second and ending with 𝐿 − 2nd equals 𝑆:
𝛥 (𝑘 + 1)⁄𝛥 (𝑘) = [𝑆 (𝑘) − 𝑆 (𝑘−1) ]⁄[𝑆 (𝑘−1) − 𝑆 (𝑘−2)] = 𝑆
for all 2 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝐿 − 2.

7.
We calculate level percentage coefficients 𝑟(𝑘) (level percentages 100 ∗ 𝑟(𝑘)) for each level
𝑘,𝑘 = 1, . . . , 𝐿:
𝑟(𝑘) = 0.3 + 0.7 ∗ [(𝑘 − 1)⁄(𝐿 − 1)]𝛽 ,
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𝑘 = 1, . . . , 𝐿, while the power parameter 𝛽 > 0 determines the growth speed near small and big
level values (downward or upward convexity of the level coefficients chart). If 𝛽 = 1, the growth
speed is constant (points on the chart are in a straight line).
8.
Let us calculate the base power 𝑊 𝑏 (𝑛) of Assetbox 𝑛 for each Assetbox number 𝑛 using the
formula:
𝑊 𝑏 (𝑛) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥[0.25 ∗ 𝐵(𝑛); 𝑊],
where
𝑊 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛[𝐵(𝑛); 0.25 ∗ 𝑋]
is a minimum of the balance 𝐵(𝑛) of the Assetbox number 𝑛 and the sum of minimums
𝑚𝑖𝑛[𝐵(𝑛); 𝐵1 (𝑛(𝑖))] of its balance 𝐵(𝑛) and balances 𝐵1 (𝑛(𝑖)) = 𝐵(𝑛(𝑖)) of all the nodes of
the first line of connection to Assetbox 𝑛 multiplied by the coefficient 0.25:
[𝑙 [1] (𝑛)]

𝑋 = ∑𝑖=1

𝑚𝑖𝑛[𝐵(𝑛); 𝐵1 (𝑛(𝑖))].

In order to do that, let us perform the following sequence of actions.
8.1. Using the superscripts 1, . .., we assign numbers to the levels (lines) of Assetboxes connected
to the researched Assetbox assigned the superscript 𝑎.
8.2. We calculate the secondary variable:
𝑋 = ∑𝑙𝑖=1

𝑚𝑖𝑛[𝐵𝑎 (𝑛); 𝐵1 (𝑛(𝑖))],

where 𝑙 — number of Assetboxes in the first line of the Assetbox;
𝐵1 (𝑛(𝑖)) — balance of the 𝑖 Assetbox of the first line number 𝑛(𝑖).
8.3. We calculate the secondary variable:
𝑊 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛[𝐵𝑎 (𝑛); 0.25 ∗ 𝑋].
8.4. We determine the base power:
𝑊 𝑏 (𝑛) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥[0.25 ∗ 𝐵𝑎 (𝑛); 𝑊].
Using this way of calculating base power, on condition that the first line of the researched
Assetbox contains four Assetboxes with the balances equal to that of the researched one. This
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Assetbox will receive the maximum possible base power. There are other possible ways of
structuring that would give the Assetbox the maximum possible base power for its balance.

9.
Let us enter the adjusted social power 𝑊 𝑛𝑠 (𝑛) for each Assetbox number 𝑛, which is
determined by the source contents of the node 𝑛, Assetboxes numbers 𝑛(1), 𝑛(2), . . . , 𝑛(𝑙 [1] ) of
the first line of connection 𝐿[1] (𝑛) to the node 𝑛 (they provide the base power for entering a level)
and contents of the Assetboxes of all its connection branches below the first line connected to the
Assetbox with the level percentage lower than that of the Assetbox number 𝑛 (common
value П(𝑛)).
(𝑍(𝑛))

𝑊 𝑛𝑠 (𝑛) = ∑𝑖=(𝑙[1] +1)[𝑟(𝑛) − 𝐶 * (𝑛(𝑖), 𝑛[1] (𝜋), 𝑛)] ∗ 𝐵(𝑛(𝑖)) ∗ 𝐼[𝑟(𝑛) > 𝐶 * (𝑛(𝑖), 𝑛[1] (𝜋), 𝑛)],
where 𝑍(𝑛) = 𝑙 [1] + П(𝑛). Here, the variable 𝐶 * (𝑛(𝑖), 𝑛[1] (𝜋), 𝑛) is determined as follows. There
is a singular connection path from the node 𝑛(𝑖), located below the first line of connection to the
Assetbox 𝑛, to the node 𝑛:
𝜋(𝑛[𝑠] (𝑖), 𝑛)
that equals:
[𝑛[𝑠] (𝑖) → 𝑛[𝑠−1] (𝜋(𝑛[𝑠] (𝑖), 𝑛)) →. . . → 𝑛[2] (𝜋(𝑛[𝑠] (𝑖), 𝑛)) → 𝑛[1] (𝜋(𝑛[𝑠] (𝑖), 𝑛)) →
𝑛[0] (𝜋(𝑛[𝑠] (𝑖), 𝑛))],
or simplified as:
[𝑛[𝑠] (𝑖) → 𝑛[𝑠−1] →. . . → 𝑛[2] → 𝑛[1] → 𝑛[0] ]
that starts at the node 𝑛(𝑖) = 𝑛[𝑠] (𝑖) at the bottom level [𝑠] and ends at the node 𝑛 =
𝑛[0] (𝜋(𝑛[𝑠] (𝑖), 𝑛)) = 𝑛[0] at the top one, at level 0 from its point of view.
While
𝐶 * (𝑛(𝑖), 𝑛[1] (𝜋), 𝑛) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥[𝑟(𝑛[1] )𝑟(𝑛[2] ), 𝑟(𝑛[3] ), . . . , 𝑟(𝑛[𝑠−1] ), 𝑟(𝑛[𝑠] )]
is the maximum of all level percentage coefficients
𝑟(𝑛[1] ), 𝑟(𝑛[2] ), 𝑟(𝑛[3] ), . . . , 𝑟(𝑛[𝑠−1] ), 𝑟(𝑛[𝑠] )
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of the nodes
𝑛[1] , 𝑛[2] , 𝑛[3] , . . . , 𝑛[𝑠−1] , 𝑛[𝑠]
on the path
𝜋(𝑛[𝑠] (𝑖), 𝑛) = [𝑛[𝑠] → 𝑛[𝑠−1] →. . . → 𝑛[2] → 𝑛[1] → 𝑛[0] ]
of connections from the node 𝑛(𝑖) = 𝑛[𝑠] (𝑖) = 𝑛[𝑠] to the node 𝑛 = 𝑛[0] (𝜋(𝑛[𝑠] (𝑖), 𝑛)) = 𝑛[0] .
The sum total is calculated using all the branches below the first line of connection to Assetbox
number 𝑛, the level percentage of which is lower than that of Assetbox number 𝑛. No branches of
the Assetbox with the level percentage lower than that of Assetbox number 𝑛 are used in
calculations.

10.
Let us calculate the majorizing social power 𝑊 𝑚𝑠 (𝑛) for Assetbox number 𝑛:
(𝑍(𝑛))

𝑊 𝑚𝑠 (𝑛) = ∑𝑖=(𝑙[1] +1)[𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐶 * (𝑛(𝑖), 𝑛[1] (𝜋), 𝑛)] ∗ 𝐵(𝑛(𝑖)) ∗ 𝐼[𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑥 > 𝐶 * (𝑛(𝑖), 𝑛 [1] (𝜋), 𝑛)].
The majorizing social power of node 𝑛 is different from the adjusted social power due to the use
of the variable 𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1 instead of the variable 𝑟(𝑛).

11.
Then we calculate the social power 𝑊 𝑠 (𝑛) of the node 𝑛 based on the adjusted social power
𝑊 𝑛𝑠 (𝑛) using the formula:
𝑊 𝑠 (𝑛) = 𝑊 𝑛𝑠 (𝑛) ∗ 𝑔(𝐶 𝑜 (𝑛))
Here we introduce the social normalizing function 𝑔(𝑥) to ensure the social direction of
mining, which equals:
𝑔(𝑥) = [ℎ + (1 − ℎ)(1 + 𝑝𝑥 𝜂 )𝑞 (1−𝑥) ],
0 < ℎ < 1, 𝑞 > 1, 𝑝 ≥ 0, 𝜂 ≥ 0.
Here ℎ — level of unachievable minimum of the social normalizing function;
𝑝 — regulator of the wavelet of the social normalizing function chart;
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𝜂 — indicator of the power that ensures the wavelet of the function chart;
𝑞 — base of an exponential social normalizing function, which ensures its movement towards an
unachievable minimum ℎ.
The argument 𝑥 of the social normalizing function is represented by the variable:
𝐶 𝑜 (𝑛) = 𝑊 𝑚𝑠 (𝑛)⁄𝐵𝑎𝑣𝑔 ,
which equals the relation between the majorizing social power 𝑊 𝑚𝑠 (𝑛) and the average 𝐵𝑎𝑣𝑔 of
the Assetbox balances.

12.
Let us calculate the power 𝑊(𝑛) for each Assetbox number 𝑛 as a sum of base and social powers
of the node 𝑛:
𝑊(𝑛) = 𝑊 𝑏 (𝑛) + 𝑊 𝑠 (𝑛)

13.
The received sum 𝑆 is split among all Assetboxes
𝑆 = ∑𝑁
𝑛=1

𝑆(𝑛)

in direct proportion to their powers 𝑊(𝑛) using the formula for calculating remuneration
𝑆(𝑛) for the 𝑛-th Assetbox:
𝑆(𝑛) = 𝑆 ∗ 𝑊 (𝑛)⁄𝑊 ,
where
𝑁

𝑊=∑

𝑊(𝑛)

𝑛=1

is the sum of powers of all Assetboxes.

The values of parameters in the realized model.
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𝑧=1
𝛼=1
𝑐 = 0.8
𝑑 = 1⁄3
𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0.3, 𝐿 = 100, 𝛽 = 0.5
𝑞 = 2, 𝑝 = 1.5, 𝜂 = 1.46, 𝛥 = 10−3, 𝐴(1) = 1, ℎ = 0.05
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Parameters of the Formulas for Calculating Remuneration for Mining

𝛥 = 10−3 — minimum Assetbox balance required to receive remuneration.
𝐼(1) = 1 — length of the first level interval.
k = 1 — first line value coefficient.
ɑ = 1 — power of the main summands in an endless asymptotic.
с = 0.8 — coefficient that regulates the value of the function in unity.
d = 1/3 — exponent that allows setting the value of entering the level of zero Assetboxes to
zero.
𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0.3 — minimum value of level percentage coefficients.
L = 100 — tables of rank percentages of Assetbox powers and correspondence of the
Assetbox power and the first line to a certain rank are calculated in a dynamic manner based on
the maximum power in the system. As the number of levels changes, the boundaries of level
intervals also change.
β = 0.5 — power parameter that determines the level of growth near small and big level
values; must be higher than 0.
h = 0.05 — level of an unachievable minimum (bottom boundary) of a social function; must
be higher than 0, but lower than 1.
p = 1.5 — regulator of the wavelet of the normalizing function.
r = 1.46 — power for the argument of the social function.
q = 2 — base of an exponential social normalizing function q, which ensures its movement
towards an unachievable minimum ℎ.
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Terminology of Consensus Building Mining
Alias is an additional unique name for your Assetbox. Alias is convenient for transferring
Bitbons between Bitbon System Users by telling them just an alias instead of a 42-character
Assetbox address.
Bitbon is a digital asset of the Bitbon System, which is a utility token (access token) and,
based on the Bitbon Protocol, provides a Bitbon System Participant with the scope of rights to
access the Bitbon System services determined in accordance with the number of Bitbon
accounting units this Participant has. Bitbon accounting units are used to implement the method
of measuring the exchange value of all digital assets of the Bitbon System and ensure their
circulation. The Bitbon digital asset has been created by SIMCORD LLC, EDRPOU 37657823,
and assigned unique attributes and properties based on the Bitbon System Public Contract and
Bitbon Protocol. Using Bitbon as a key component of the Bitbon System allows Bitbon System
Users to implement the method for accounting and management of their assets through digital
assets for the purpose of secure and equivalent decentralized exchange of digital assets in the
Bitbon System without intermediaries and money.
Assetbox is a record (cell) in the blockchain in the form of an identifier created in the
Bitbon System account for storing and transferring digital assets.
Miner’s Assetbox is an Assetbox that already participates in mining and is a part of a
mining pool, which is a group of interconnected Assetboxes of miners.
UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) is the primary international time standard, which is
effectively a successor to GMT (Greenwich Mean Time).
Assetbox balance is the number of Bitbons in a miner’s Assetbox.
Base balance is determined by the number of Bitbon accounting units in the root Assetbox
of a miner plus the sum of all Assetbox balances of the mining pool’s first line.
Base power of the root Assetbox is determined by its power and the total power of all
Assetboxes of its first line.
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Power unit is an indicator calculated based on the following parameters: individual
Assetbox balance, structure of connections of the mining pool and balances of Assetboxes of this
pool.
Access token accounting unit is a unit of measuring the scope of rights of the Bitbon
System User to access an information resource derivative of the right to a value through the
digital asset protocol.
Root Assetbox is an Assetbox that is at the top of a specific pool; all connections in the
pool’s structure ultimately lead to it.
Bitbon System Miner is a Bitbon System User, who participates in supporting and
developing the decentralized execution environment of the Bitbon System by allocating own
resources. Bitbon System Users in the status of a Bitbon System Miner participate in
redistribution of Bitbon accounting units in accordance with Clause 61 of the Bitbon System
Public Contract. Bitbon accounting units are redistributed among Bitbon System Miners by the
Mining Fund according to the amount and quality of the resources engaged by each Bitbon
System Miner.
Mining in the Bitbon System is a type of activity of a Bitbon System User aimed at
supporting and developing the decentralized execution environment of the Bitbon System, which
leads to Bitbon redistribution in accordance with the Appendix “Mining in the Bitbon System”.
The Bitbon System envisions two types of mining: Consensus building mining and Infrastructure
building mining.
Consensus building mining is one of the types of mining in the Bitbon System, where each
Bitbon System Participant in the status of a Bitbon System Miner provides Bitbon accounting
units from his/her Assetbox for voting and subsequent signing and announcement of transaction
blocks in the blockchain network of the Bitbon System.
Mining pool is one or more Assetboxes that participate in mining connected through special
transactions and make up a structure, which functions according to certain rules and technical
protocols of Consensus building mining.
Mining period lasts 72 hours.
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Mining cycle includes three mining periods, when powers (base and social) for each
Assetbox of the mining pool are calculated and saved, as well as when blocks are created and
verified with subsequent crediting of remuneration.
Median (from medieval Latin “medianus”, from “medius” — mid) in mathematics is a
value denoting a sample (i.e. a set of numbers). If all the elements of the sample are different, the
median is a value greater than one half of the sample and lower than the other half. In a more
general sense, the median can be determined by arranging the elements of the sample in
ascending or descending order and taking the middle element.
Assetbox power is a parameter calculated as a sum of base and social powers of a miner’s
Assetbox. Assetbox power has a direct impact on miner’s remuneration.
Bitbon System service is a software complex that provides a Bitbon System Participant
with the ability to exercise certain scope of rights of access to the functionality of this software
complex based on the number of Bitbon access token accounting units he/she owns.
Bitbon System is an integral decentralized blockchain-based system, which allows Bitbon
System Users to implement the method for accounting and management of their assets using
digital assets for the purpose of safe and equivalent decentralized exchange of digital assets in the
Bitbon System without intermediaries and money. The key component of the Bitbon System is
Bitbon.
Social power of an Assetbox is formed using the social powers of a miner starting from the
second line and lower.
Bitbon transfer is a process of changing the Assetbox registration address for a certain
number of Bitbon access token accounting units by transferring them.
Bitbon System User is a subject that has registered in the Bitbon System and gained access
to his/her Bitbon System account.
Power increase is a process when Assetbox power is increasing to its maximum value over
10 mining periods.
Level of the mining pool is a parameter that depends on the total number of Bitbons in the
Assetbox of miner and Assetbox of his/her first line: the more Bitbons, the higher the level.
Consensus building mining in the Bitbon System envisions 100 levels.
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Bitbon System Participant is a Bitbon System User who owns any number of Bitbon
accounting units that are in his/her possession and that can be used at his/her own discretion.
Bitbon System account is the result of registration of a subject in the Bitbon System, which
is a collection of data on such a subject as a Bitbon System User required for his/her
authentication and for providing access to personal details, settings and services of the Bitbon
System.
Mining Fund is a component of the Bitbon System, whose assets are exclusively expressed
in Bitbons and come from sources that do not contradict the Bitbon System Public Contract. The
objective of the Mining Fund is to provide a mechanism that allows accumulating incoming
Bitbon accounting units and distributing them among Bitbon System Miners based on the mining
method(s) chosen by each miner, in accordance with Clause 61 of the Bitbon System Public
Contract.
Digital asset of the Bitbon System is a tokenized information resource derivative of the
right to a value and circulating in the form of access token accounting units.
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